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Answer:
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NEW QUESTION: 2
You are tasked with creating a new campaign using Email Message
Designer and RPL. You developed
HTML and RPL code.
What are the next steps to create a campaign using the code as
a base for the campaign in Responsys?
A. Navigate to Campaign &gt; Create Email Campaign. Enter the
campaign name and information. Then,
paste the code into EMD and validate.
B. Navigate to Campaign &gt; EMD Campaign. Enter the campaign
name and information. Then, paste the
code into EMD and validate.
C. Navigate to Campaign &gt; Create Classic Email Campaign.
Enter the campaign name and information.
Then, paste the code into EMD and validate.
D. Navigate to Campaign &gt; Create Mobile SMS Campaign. Enter
the campaign name and information.
Then, paste the code into EMD and validate.
Answer: B
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Answer: B
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